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The drift velocity and the angle between the direction of the drift velocity and the electric Geld are cal-
culated as a function of the electric Geld strength, the crystal orientation, and the lattice temperature. The
Gt between experimental and theoretical results is nearly quantitative. By the process of Gtting, the optical
deformation potential constant Dp and the intervalley rate constant zo2 are determined. The values
Dp=0.5)(10 ev/cm and 1.66' 10" sec '&m&~10" sec ' are consistent with the results of independent
experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

'HE electric conduction in e-type germanium at
high electric fields shows quite distinct deviations

from the low-field Ohmic behavior. The tensor of
differential mobility becomes nondiagonal and field
dependent. The diagonal elements decrease with in-
creasing electric-field strength. Under the same condi-
tions, the ratios of nondiagonal to diagonal elements
tend, roughly speaking, to field-independent finite
values. In accordance with this, the following facts
have been found experimentally: (1) With increasing
field, the drift velocity approaches a held-independent
saturation value. ' ' (2) The absolute value of the drift
velocity and the way in which it is approached, depend
distinctly on the crystal orientation. ' (3) In general,
the electric 6eld strength and the drift velocity are
not parallel (Sasaki effect). The angle lt between these
vectors depends on the crystal orientation and is zero
in the simplest crystallographic directions only. ~'

A theory of these hot electron effects requires that
the structure of the conduction band of germanium
be known, at least for those parts of the Brillouin zone
which are accessible to electrons for the experimental
conditions under study. Furthermore, for the same
conditions, the distribution of the electrons must be
given.

In this paper, we replace the required knowledge of
the band structure by the assumption that even under
hot electron conditions only the (111) valleys of
germanium are populated. Furthermore we assume
that the effective masses are constants for the average
energies of the electrons under consideration. For this
special model of the band structure, the distribution
of hot electrons can be obtained by solution of the
Soltzmann equation as shown previously. ' In this
paper, this distribution function will be used for the
calculation of the drift velocity and the anisotropy of

hot electrons. It will be shown that a nearly quanti-
tative fit between the theoretical formulas for the
many-valley model of the band structure and the
experimental results for e-Ge is possible. Moreover,
the values of the optical deformation potential constant
Do and the intervalley rate constant x» determined by
the process of 6tting, are consistent with the results of
other independent experiments. The possibility of a
consistent 6t seems to indicate that the assumptions
and approximations, inherent in this and the previous
paper, are not unreasonable.

The procedure for obtaining these results is as
follows: In Sec. II a convenient form of the general
expression for the drift velocity is given and the
previous results for the electron distribution are sum-
marized. In Sec. III the drift velocity and anisotropy
are calculated for a special electron distribution, which
leads to simple results. In Secs. IV and V, the general
case is treated. An explanation of the field dependence
of the Sasaki effect is given and the comparison between
theory and experiment is carried out. Section VI
finally deals with the inhuence of approximations on
the interpretation of the experimental results in the
framework of the many-valley model and with the
question of the reliability of the whole theory.

II. EXPRESSIONS FOR THE DRIFT VELOCITY
AND THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

OF HOT ELECTRONS

The average drift velocity v& of an electron distribu-
tion in a many-valley semiconductor is by definition
given by

v(i &f0 & (gk(i&)dsgk(i&

f&'& (hk&'&)dsAk&'&

' E. J. Ryder and W. Shockley, Phys. Rev. 81, 139 (1951).' E. J. Ryder, Phys. Rev. 90, 766 (1953).
3 M. I. Nathan, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 5, 194 (1960).
4W. Sasaki and M. Shibuya, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 11, 1202

(1956).
'W. Sasaki, M. Shibuya, and K. Mizuguchi, J. Phys. Soc.

Japan, 13, 456 (1958).' W. Sasaki, M. Shibuya, K. Mizuguchi and G. M. Hatoyama,
J. Phys. Chem. Solids 8, 250 (1959).

7 H. G. Reik and H. Risken, Phys. Rev. 124, 777 (1961).

where the sums extend over all valleys. Here 6k&i& is
the wave vector of an electron, reckoned from the
energy minimum of the valley j, f&i&(6k&i&) is the dis-
tribution function, and v'&' denotes the group velocity.

We shall now write Eq. (1) in a form in which
immediate use can be made of the distribution functions
derived previously. ' For this reason, we transform the
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Here E„*(&') is the energy gain during the optical time
of energy relaxation,

&0 01)

PA' COp

(14)

Cases 1 and 2 are therefore only to be distinguished by
the different dependence of C; on the electron temper-
ature. In case 1, all the valleys have the same population
and consequently C; n p;l on account of the normaliza-
tion condition. In case 2, however, a finite repopulation

P, '[1—I(i(o;P,/2 (2e,+1)]
B p$ pi'*[1—5;p /2(2S, jl)] '

C, nP '[1—5~,P;/2(2)i,+1)] '

c110&

FIG. 1. De6nition of the angles in the Sasaki plane.

(16) product of two factors,

is set up. In case 3, finally, the transfer of electrons
also does affect the form of the energy distribution of
the electrons fo")(o), which is no longer Maxwellian
but is found to be

hCup p
p, = x

p, p( ) [p(')]o

96[mp%iDo]'kT. (( p'
X

[ePpcik'j'(detn)' [P*(»j'

(21)

fo"'(o)= IC~ vp~C —P 1)pro—

Pi

p~ p(—
-pl (P;-P)rj-1 ~-

where

X exp( Ao)+&PIC 2 exp( P«) (1&)
'& P Pi—

The transport properties of hot electrons with these
different types of electron distributions will now be
studied.

III. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF HOT ELECTRONS
IN A SIMPLE CASE

In this section the properties of hot electrons whose
energy distribution is a Maxwellian one will be treated
for the range of high-electric fields, where p;= 1/kT, *"'
is approximately given by

y =DP (2m(+1)/D(Pho);,

E,=C{P/[1 —P,A(o,/2 (2e,+1)$
—'

—2~P,'E, [1/P, —1/P;j —&P; ~, »(P~/Pi)}. (»)

The first of these factors is the same for all valleys and
depends only on the electric field and the lattice
temperature. On account of (3), the second factor,

[p/p+(Ago=1/(F no)F )

describes the inQuence of the field direction on the
electron temperature in the particular valley under
study. This factor is in general different for different
valleys.

If repopulation is taken into account in a way
consistent with the approximation (20), the distribu-
tion of the electrons over the different valleys is given
by

(23)

which is identical with the well-known Knudsen
distribution in very dilute gases. On account of (21)
and. (22), the distribution of the electrons depends
only on the field direction:

nj/I= (Fon(')Fo) '/gt (Fon(')Fo) ** (24)

For field directions confined to the (110) plane (see
Fig. 1), the repopulation (24) as a function of the field
direction is plotted in Fig. 2.

Insertion of (12), (21), and (22) into (10b) leads to
the following expression for the drift velocity":

p.—))i(oo/g +(i)g( )+(i) (20)
2 ( 2A(oo(T)

s
3( mezzo

which means that the second term in Eq. (13) has been
neglected. The dependence of the electron temperature
on the electric field strength and the field direction is
especially simple in this case. Making use of (6) and
(7) and of (8), (9), and (14), P; can be written as a

Dp ht.")
s,

i '|r (3'm(kT ff)

(25)

' H. G. Reik, H. Risken, and G. Finger, Phys. Rev. Letters 5,
423 (1960).
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we an . L. Brown, Phys. Chem. Solids 15 208

'9K H See er

7

K. H. Seegar, Z. Physik 156, 582 (1959).
. F. Gibson, I. W. Granville and . . ', . ys.

Chem. Solids 19 198 (1961).
21 M. A. C. S. Brown, T. Ph. Phys. Chem. Solids 19, 218 (1961).
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Fro. 4. Anisotropy angle P vs 6eld direction
0+& according to (26).

22 EE. G. S. Paige, Proc. Phys. Soc. L"S.H. Ko i, P o . Ph . Sog, roc. ys. Soc. (Lo do ) 873, 959 (1960).
a on, roc. Roy. Soc. (London) A242, 355 (1957).
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TABLE II. Evaluation of the optical deformation potential
constant Do from measurements of the saturation drift velocity
vq at different lattice temperatures.

Q3-

01-

-0.1-

Ryder'

Author

Gunnb
Arthur et al.'
Koenig~
Koenig et 4tt.' (100)sample

T4,44 vs (cm/sec) D4 (ev/cm)

77 0.9 X10z 0.37X109
193 0.76X10' 0.49X10'
298 0.62X10' 0.49X10'
300 0.55X107 0.43X10'
300 0.65X107 0.5 X10'

80 1.08X10' 0.47X10'
297 0.67X10' 0.51X10'

-Q2-

-03.

-Q4-

FIG. 5. Anisotropy angle 1tt vs sample orientation 0~. ~—measure-
ment of Koenig et 4tt. ,

"F=4000 v/cm; T=80'K; +—measure-
ment of Schmidt-Tiedemann"; F=3500 v/cm; T=78'K.

TABLE I. Repopulation of hot electrons according
to Paige' and to Eq. (24).

Experimental conditions and results (Koenigb)
0~=26', T=78'K, F=1000 v/cm, 4/11', I0~+it=37'

Analysis
Paige'
Eq. (24)

rt&/44 n4/44 444/I =r44/44

0.46 0.18 0.18
0.46 0.19 0.16

a E. G. S. Paige, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 75, 174 (1960).
b H. Koenig, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 73, 959 (1959).

'5 S. H. Koenig, M. I. Nathan, W. Paul, and A. C. Smith,
Phys. Rev. 118, 1217 (1960)."K.J. Schmidt-Tiedemann (private communication).

~z H. Brooks, Advances sn Electronics, edited by I.. Marton
(Academic Press Inc. , New York, 1955), Vol. 7, p. 85.

'4 H. J. G. Meyer, Phys. Rev. 112, 298 (1958).
44 H. J. G. Meyer, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 8, 264 (1959),

and (111) directions n~(oor)/va(iii) = 1.58, whereas for
F= 1000 v/cm, T= 78'K, egipsil/egiilll —1.60 was found
by Nathan. ' Experimental results on the anisotropy
angle P, obtained by Koenig, Nathan, Paul, and
Smith" and by Schmidt-Tiedemann" are given in
Fig. 5. The results of these authors are close to the
theoretical curve. Finally, Eq. (25) gives the correct
temperature dependence of the saturation drift velocity
in contradistinction to Shockley's results. ""

The optical deformation potential constant can
therefore be evaluated from measurements of the
saturation drift velocity using (25). For the evaluation
a value ~S~ =0.80 and "i——11 ev (calculated with

=17 ev, q
—5.8 ev——has been used. The result is

shown in Table II. (Koenig's values of eq are calculated
from measurements of the saturation current density. )

The values of D& are consistent with the analysis
of mobility data by Brooks." They are of the same
order of magnitude as a value given by Meyer, ""
Ds= 1.15&( 10' ev/cm, which was extracted from experi-

a E. F. Ryder, Phys. Rev. 90, 766 (1953).
b J. B. Gunn, J. Electron. 2, 87 (1956).' J. B. Arthur, A. F. Gibson, and J. W. Granville, J. Electron. 2, 145

(1956).
d S. H. Koenig, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 73, 959 (1959).'S. H. Koenig, M. I. Nathan, W. Paul, and A. C. Smith, Phys. Rev.

118, 1217 (1960).

mental data on the infrared absorption by free carriers
obtained by Fan, Spitzer, and Collins. "More detailed
but as yet preliminary experiments on free-carrier
absorption by de Veer, " evaluated on the basis of the
theory of Meyer~ ~ and Risken and Meyer, ' seem to
indicate a value for D0 much closer to our present one,
De=0.5 X10' ev/cm. "

IV. TRANSVERSE ANISOTROPY OF HOT
ELECTRONS: THE GENERAL CASE

The treatment of the last section was based on the
assumption, that the intervalley scattering has no
influence on the energy distribution of the electrons
and was further simplified by using approximate ex-
pressions for the electron temperature (20) and for the
repopulation (23). This led, as far as the anisotropy
was concerned, to the temperature- and field-independ-
ent results of Figs. 3 and 5, henceforth called the
limiting results. Under experimental conditions the
approximations (20) and. (23) may not fully apply, at
least for the cold valley 1 of Fig. 2. Moreover, the
finite intervalley rate may to a certain extent affect
the energy distribution. Therefore, a slight dependence
of the anisotropy on the electric 6eld and the lattice
temperature is to be expected.

In fact, the experimental P vs F curves for fixed
sample orientation and fixed lattice temperature
exhibit a Rat maximum' ' """whose existence, after
some discussion, ""is now well established"" For
T='/8'K the experimental values of P, , given in
Fig. 5 are, as stated in Sec. III, close to the limiting
results.

The reason for this particular field dependence of
the anisotropy will 6rst be discussed qualitatively. In
order to do this, let us note that the anisotropy is
zero if the distribution fest& (c),and therefore the average

'0 H. Y. Fan, W. Spitzer, and R. J. Collins, Phys. Rev. 101, 566
(1956).

44 H. J. G. Meyer and S. M. de Veer, (private communication).
"H. Risken and H. J. G. Meyer, Phys. Rev. 123, 416 (1961)."J.B. Gunn, (private communications to S. H. Koenig cited

in reference 25),
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function, (17) and (19), in which the influence of the
finite intervalley rate is properly taken into account,
is inserted into (10a). As we restrict ourselves to the
transverse anisotropy only, factors common to all terms
of the sum of the right side of (10a) can be omitted.
This procedure leads after straightforward calculations
to the following proportionality:

k TO)
nn2 kTe 8Lu&k)s Lug)9 ij)F

vg 4 Fo+Q, , (27)
1—y"'t u*)' Fon&&&FoLu*)'+mo/m,

Fia. 6. Mechanism of energy transfer between diAerent valleys.

energy ~(&), is the same for each j and that, roughly
speaking, the anisotropy measures the quantities'4

@(i)

~(.) (j)—
g (2')

The initial increase of the anisotropy with increasing
field strength can therefore be explained only if in the
distribution (12) the better approximation (13) for the
electron temperature is used instead of (20), while the
inhuence of intervalley scattering on the energy dis-
tribution of the electrons is still neglected. Under
these assumptions, the anisotropy is found to increase
monotonically with increasing fie]d strength and in the
limit of high fieMs the limiting results of Sec. III are
re-obtained. It will now be made plausible that the
existence of the maximum and the final decrease of
the anisotropy with increasing field strength is due to
the finite intervalley rate.

Consider the two valleys of Fig. 6, whose population
ratio, according to the Knudsen distribution (23), is
determined by the electron temperature T,(') and T,(".
In further analogy with the situation in Knudsen gases,
the average energy of transfer per particle is found to
be equal to 2kT, .35 Therefore, from the point of view
of the hot valley, an electron going back and forth is
equivalent to an energy loss 6 =ek2( ,T&&—T,&") which
corresponds to a number r= d, e/kvo of emissive optical
interactions. By this energy transfer, the importance
of which increases as Ii', the average energies of elec-
trons in the two valleys and therefore the populations
are partly equalized. In the region of high-electric
fields, this gives rise to a decrease of the anisotropy
with increasing electric field strength.

A quantitative description of the field and temper-
ature dependence is obtained if the distribution

"As shown by (10a), the anisotropy is measured by
)
J'f&'&de/J'f&"de 1~. Insertion of —(12) and (16a) shows that

this quantity is practically equal to the more intuitive ~quantity
g(;)(&) used in the text."The energy of the intervalley phonon is neglected as compared
to the average energy of the electrons as soon as the Knudsen
analogy is used. For finite energy of the intervalley phonons, the
average energy of transfer is in erst approximation equal to
2ur, ( )——,'e;.

where the second term is analogous to the vector S of
(25) and (26), while the first one accounts for the
inQuence of the intervalley scattering on the drift
velocity. The dimensionless variables u* (which is
proportional to the field strength) and ya (which is
proportional to the intervalley rate constant) are
defined by

2(2n;+1) E(,)E„mo
ua)s

(2n, ,+1)(2n+1) —
&o;/&oo (5&oo)' m,

2 (2n, +1)

(2n, +1)(2n, +1)—&o;/&os

1 eph'c~ ' det6 F'x-, (»)
6 4m DOE&- ~0 ~g~Tesf

(2n, +1)(2n, +1) &o,/&oo —m,
7*= y&&oo—Q; Fon"'F o

fPS 0(2n;+1)

(2no+1) (2n~+1) —&o,/&oo 2 1 m,
r ji&oo +

(2n,+1) 3 3 ~l-

(29)

The range of validity of (27) is determined by the
conditions that the average energy of the electrons in
all valleys must be larger than the energy of an optical
phonon, which, according to (28), (13), and (6), leads
to N*&3. Furthermore, the deviation of the electron
distribution from the original Maxwellian one must be
small, which is equivalent to y*u*'& —', .

Equation (27) shows that the limiting results of
Sec. III are to be expected in a specified range of
intermediate fields only. On one side, I* must still be
so small that the first term, which describes the
inhuence of intervalley scattering, can be neglected.
The remaining sum, however, is then practically equal
in direction with the vector S of (25) and (26) only if
Fon"'FoLu*)'))mo/m&. For lower values of the electric
field, the anisotropy goes down on account of the in-
complete saturation of the drift velocity. For higher
electric fields the anisotropy also decreases because
then the first term, which always points in the direction
of the electric field, becomes important.

In the next section, the theory will be fitted to the
experiments. By this fit, the finite intervalley rate is
determined. For a comparison with the results of
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experiment by Schmidt-Tiedemann. From the fit, the
following values of m~ and D0.

ws ——1.66X10"sec ' Do ——0.7&(10' ev/cm,

are obtained. The fit between theoretical and experi-
mental curves is less good for the measurement of
Koenig. According to Koenig, 37 this might be due to
the inhuence of the Gunn effect,"which is not excluded
in his experiment. If, as in Fig. 9, only the maximum of
the experimental g vs F curve is used for the fit, the
values,

Fro. 9. Comparison of theory and experiment (Schmidt-
Tiedemann). 0=26'; T=78'K; ~—experimental results for a
13-ohm cm sample; y—experimental results for a 2.08-ohm cm
sample; full curve: theory for m»=1.66)&10' sec '.

a particular theoretical curve

f=g(O~ =26', y*= const, u*)

by mere displacement of the two curves along their co-
incident abscissas-axes. If this is possible, an empirical
relation y*=y*(T), u*=u*(T,F) is established. (2) Try
to match the corresponding theoretical relations (28)
and (30) to the empirical ones by a proper choice of the
optical deformation potential constant D0 and the inter-
valley rate constant ws. LThe remaining constants in
(28) and (30) are supposed to be accurately known. f
(3) If this is possible, compare the values of Do and ws
with the independent values from the literature which
put the boundaries such that D0 and m 2 should lie inside
the limits

0.5&(10 ev/cm(Do(1. 15&(10' ev/cm,

SX1010sec—1(~~(2X$011 sec—1

A comparison between theory and experiment has
been carried out for measurements by Koenig23 and by
Schmidt-Tiedemann, "which, apart from showing the
same general features, led to quantitatively different
values of P. The result of the comparison is shown in
Figs. 9 and 10. The theoretical and the experimental
f vs F curves can be matched satisfactorily for the

ws ——10"sec ' Do 10' ev/c——m,

are found.
The values of z2 and D0 are of the correct order of

magnitude in both cases. It should however be men-
tioned that the value of m~ obtained from Schmidt-
Tiedemann's experiment is markedly smaller than the
values given by Weinreich, Sanders, and White. "The
same applies for experiments of Koenig et al. '5 done
for 0~=30'.ss

VI. DISCUSSION

The transport theory of hot electrons presented in
this paper was based on a special model of the band
structure, viz. , one type of strictly ellipsoidal valleys
only. This had the advantage that for e&'&))ho&0, easily
tractable expressions for the distribution function and
the drift velocity could be found even for quite detailed
models of the scattering processes.

The agreement between this theory and the experi-
ments for e-Ge as presented in Secs. III—V especially
the explanation of the Geld dependence of the Sasaki
effect, gives evidence that the model and the further
approximations inherent in this and the previous
treatment' are not too unrealistic for the experimental
conditions under study. It is nevertheless worthwhile
to discuss in more detail the question of the reliability
of the theory.

We first note that each measurement of the anisotropy
of hot electrons is at the same time a thermometric
measurement, on account of Fig. 8 and the relation

tan ~
l&

p4

Q3-

-20'

-15

yy ()— (2',+1)(2n+1) —co;,/too
Lu*l'-&out~'Fo

2(2e,+1)
+rs,+-,'fi(oo, (32)

OJ.

VI 0
-10

-5

by which the variable I* is related to the electron
temperature in the zeroth approximation, (12) and (13),
of the distribution function.

30 1.5 4 5

F t~/cm)

FIG. 10. Comparison of theory and experiment (Koenig).
0=26', T=78 K; ~—experimental results; full curve a: theory
for finite intervalley rate m»=10" sec ~; full curve c: theory for
sero intervalley rate.

3~ S. H. Koenig (private communication).
'8 The theoretical values of P calculated by J. Yamashita and

K. Inoue, D. Phys. Chem. Solids 12, 1 (1960)j and M. Shibuya
and W. Sasaki, PJ. Phys. Soc. Japan 15, 207 (1960)j with
Weinreich's value of zo~ are too small as compared to the experi-
ments of Sasaki et al. ,

' although these experiments are probably
influenced by the Gunn effect.
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The value f, = 19', found in Schmidt-Tiedemann's
experiment corresponds to I~=8.4 (C.f. Fig. 8). There-
fore the electron temperatures in the valleys 1—4 of
Fig. 2 are found to be

T,o~= 540'K,

T,t'& = T,t'& =3700'K,

T,&'~ =4200'K.

The electron temperatures in the valleys 2—4 are very
high. One may therefore have some doubt about the
assumption of constant effective masses in these "hot
valleys""" and about the assumption that the higher,
nonequivalent valleys play no part in hot-electron
effects.4'" If we postpone this question, we remark
that, on the other hand, the temperature of the cold
valley 1 is relatively low. The use of the distribution
function (17) and (19), in which the determination of
E, from the intervalley balance was based on the
assumption ho&,/kT, o&«1, is therefore also open to
criticism. In fact, a small relative error in the large
first term of (17) may already be of the same order of
magnitude as the small corrections, linear in the inter-
valley rate constant. A Gt between theory and experi-
ment is therefore liable to give only the order of
magnitude of the intervalley rate constant m&. The
errors coming from the cold valley can in principle be
eliminated by a better approximation, which, however,
leads to very complicated expressions. It is therefore
easier, and equally instructive, to make the approxi-
rnation even worse by using the distribution (17) and
(19) with P,bc', =0. This deliberate deterioration of the
approximation has no influence on the form of the
P vs I characteristics in Fig. 8, for Eq. (27) is re-
obtained. However, the relation between u* and Ii, y*
and zv2 is now different for, as a consequence of
P,Ao&, =0, o&; in Eqs. (28) and (30) is now set equal to
zero. The fit between experiment and theory, based on
this deliberate deterioration of the approximation, will
therefore lead to a value of Do which is approximately
one half and to a value of m» approximately one quarter
of the values obtained in the last section. On the other
hand, as shown by (32), the electron temperatures
would be four times as high as before.

%e therefore conclude that the form of the theoretical
f vs F curve is due only to the simple physical picture
given in Fig. 6, and is not very sensitive to the accuracy
of the approximations. However, the quantitative
interpretation in terms of intervalley rate constant and
electron temperature is very distinctly influenced by
more or less accurate approximations. The same seems
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to apply for the hot valleys and even if the influence
of the nonequivalent valleys is taken into account as
proposed by Stratton. Then, for such values of the
Geld, where the average energy of an electron in some
of the (111) valleys is higher and in the other ones
lower than the energy of the minimum of the high

valleys, the anisotropy-enhancing mechanism of Koenig
et at. will act. For higher fields, where the average
energy of the electrons in all (111) valleys is higher
than the minimum of the nonequivalent valleys, the
anisotropy will decrease with increasing Geld. The
reason for this is, on the one hand, the appreciable
population of the high valleys, on the other hand, the
scattering between nonequivalent valleys by which the
average energies of the electrons in diGerent valleys is

"F.Herman, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs. 43, 1703 (1955).
M. Cardona, W. Paul, and H. Brooks, Helv. Phys. Acta BB,

329 {1960).
4'M. I. Nathan, W. Paul, and H. Brooks, Phys. Rev. 123,

391 (1961)."R.Strstton, J. Electronics 5, 157 (1958l.

-p4-

FIG. 12. Anisotropy angle

I. u*= ~,
II. u*=11,

III. u*=11,

P vs sample orientation O.
0

y*=2X10-'.
y*=4X10 '.
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very efhciently equalized. In summarizing the foregoing
discussion, we may state that for experiments with a
sample orientation 0'= 26' the assumption of the theory
may not fully apply; that, however, the results of the
theory are not very sensitive.

For a more conclusive check of the theory and a
more accurate determination of the intervalley rate
constant, we propose measurements of the anisotropy
near 0~=90', where in a specified region of the electric
6eld all our assumptions apply and where, furthermore,
as is shown by Figs. 11 and 12, the anisotropy is very
sensitive to the intervalley rate constant.
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APPENDIX I
The relation (30) between y* and the intervalley

rate constant m2 can be derived if

r)fo(&)-

Bk

('
+1

[ L(~'+1)f 'o"( +e@~')—&'fo "i(e)7
EAcoo )

+I
Ef1Mo

—1
~

Ln f &o'&( e Sio—,) (I—,+1)foi&'(e)7, (A1)

where $8fo&&&/Bi7;„t, is the rate of change of the for Bio~/2kT((1 properly into account, the rate of
distribution function due to intervalley scattering, and transfer

&24m'D'gaol(k~o )1
A=

nh ~,t det~7'
(A2)

are applied to the experiment of Weinreich et a/. In this
experiment, electrons in the two different pairs of
valleys behave like particles with positive and negative
acoustical charges q in an acoustical potential C. The
rate of transfer of positive acoustical particles into
negative acoustical particles can be obtained if the
four-equation (A1) is collected in pairs and the
So}tzmann average is performed. Taking the asymptotic
behavior of the modified Hankel function Ei(Aoo;/kT)

Comparison of (A3) with Eqs. (3.6) and (8.4) of
Weinreich, Sanders, and White shows that

m2= 33. (A4)

Insertion of (A2) and (18) gives (30).

dbms„/dt=dbn /dt= —8A exp( —4r;/kT)bN~ (A3)

is found, where 8m+ is the deviation of the population
of the positive pair of valleys from their equilibrium
population,

m, oiso(1 qe/k—T)
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A continuous solid-solution field extends at 1100'C in the Ti-Fe-Co ternary system between the CsCl-type
binary phases TiFe and TiCo. In the Ti-Co-Ni ternary system a similar solid-solution Geld extends at
I j.75'C from TiCo at least to Ti4Co3Ni.

The electronic specific heat coefBcient of TiFe-TiCo alloys and of Ti4Co3Ni was found to have a large peak
at the same average electron concentration where the 7 peak for the bcc Cr-Fe alloys occurs.

INTRODUCTION

A STUDY of the electronic specific heat at low

temperatures of bcc alloys of 6rst long-period
transition elements' indicated that in different alloy

~ C. H. Cheng, C. T. Wei, and Paul A. Beck, Phys. Rev. 120, 426
(1960).

systems the variation of the electronic specific heat with

the average electron concentration (the average number

of electrons outside the closed shells of the various com-

ponent atoms) is very similar. This similarity suggests

that, at least in a first approximation, these alloys may
be described in terms of a nearly rigid 3d-band model.


